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Painting Trees with Jungle 3D

Here is the first in our new series of tutorials on creating Jungle 3D texture maps.  The tutorial illustrates the step
by step process for painting trees.  Because this is an illustrated manual, descriptive images are used throughout.
If you choose to print this tutorial, we suggest using grayscale for your print color setting.

Trees are really easy to paint using Jungle 3D, but don’t limit yourself to easy.  You can also make very
sophisticated trees with dappled light on leaves between the branches.  Myriad other effects are possible as well.
It’s simply a matter of how much time and effort you want to put into your art.  The more patient you are, the
more sophisticated and compelling the results will
be. 

Conceptualizing the process is the big challenge.
Traditionally, you paint on a single canvas.  Here,
you paint on layers, effectively segmenting the tree
into three or more parts.  Each layer depicts one
essential  aspect of the whole tree.  Obtaining a
successful result requires that you conceptualize the
process by seeing a tree as being composed of
distinct layers.  Understanding how the real tree
grows helps in that process.

The fundamental premise of this tutorial is that three
basic elements are required to paint a tree.  It works
on this principle:  1) There are leaves on the far side
of the tree.  2) There are leaves on the front side of
the tree.  3) The trunk and limbs are in the middle.
We like to think of it as making a sandwich.

The “sandwich” technique applies shaded leaves to
the bottom layer (the bread).  A Trunk floater is
brought into the image and placed below a middle
transparent layer (pastrami).  Branches are painted
on the center layer along the line of the trunk visible
underneath (lettuce & mustard).  The branch and
trunk layer are then collapsed into one layer.
Finally, the front or foreground leaves are applied to
the topmost layer (the other slice of bread).  

It’s pretty simple really, and the same principle applies for most any tree.  The trick is to be sparing with your
application of leaves.  Including more layers can add to the sophistication and complexity of the tree. For
example, a layer of shaded leaves can be placed behind the foreground leaves.  Another layer of lighted leaves
can be added to the far side of the tree.  Other effects can also add uniquely dimensional looks thereby
augmenting the sense of 3D volume.  Although this tutorial explains the simple three-layer technique, we
encourage you to explore and develop more sophisticated techniques.

Here’s the tree you’ll be painting.



1) Open a "square" 512 x 512 image.
2) Pull out a Transparent Layer.
3) Fill the Transparent Layer with a slightly darker value of the leaf color to avoid halos when the tree is

mapped with transparency.   Since we’re going to use Autumn Birch, use a medium dark yellow.  
4) Copy and Paste the filled layer so you have 3 layers in all.
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5) Load the Tree brush library from your CD and choose Small (Libraries).  The Extras file has brushes too..
6) Load the Birch.nzl library and select the SM_AUT BIRCH (small leaf) nozzle.
7) Set the Secondary Color to a very dark yellow, then adjust the Grain slider on Controls: Brush palette to

45%.  Lowering the Grain value darkens the nozzle’s application of leaves.
8) With the top Transparent Layer selected, paint some leaves keeping the density near to what’s shown.
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9) Open the Objects: Floater Portfolio using Cmd + 7 (Mac) or Ctrl + 7 (Win).   Use the Load Library
command and select Trunks2.por from the CD.

10) Select SYCAMORE 1 and drag the floater into the image as shown below.
11) Notice that the trunk is much too large for the leaves we’re using.   We’ll use Transform to make the trunk

proportional to the leaves.
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12) Pull down the Effects: Orientation menu and select Free Transform.
13) Use a corner grabber to scale the tree trunk to size or select Set Transform and enter the numerical data as

shown.  Notice that the Constrain Aspect Ratio box is unchecked.
14) Select Clean for the quality of the transform and click on OK.
15) Pull down the Effects: Orientation menu and select Commit Transform.
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16) Fill the background image with black for contrast, then reposition the layers.  Put the background leaf layer
at the bottom of the floater list.  Move the SYCAMORE layer so that it’s just above it.

17) Move the Grain Slider on the Controls palette to 100%.
18) Load the Birch Branches_S nozzle from the Branches directory on the CD (use Cmd+L or Ctrl+L).
19) Apply branches along the upper half of the trunk using the empty layer above SYCAMORE.
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20) Select the empty layer at the top of the layer list. 
21) To reselect the leaf nozzle in the nozzle library, you have to click on the icon next to the SM_AUT BIRCH

icon.  This turns off the branch nozzle we last used and makes the nozzle library active again.  Click back
on the SM_AUT icon to make the leaf nozzle active.

22) Paint the foreground leaves using dabs that follow the line of the branches.  
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23) Group and Collapse the Trunk and limbs into one layer.
24) Load the TREE SHADOWS brush and select the Birch variant.  Next, pull down the Controls menu on

the Brush palette and choose Size.   (b) If necessary, click on the black circle until birch leaves appear.  
25) Move the size slider so the shadows match the size of the leave on the tree.  
26) Paint some shadows on the trunks and branches to get a dappled light effect.
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27) We didn’t think our background leaves had enough contrast so we added some using Correct Color.
28) They looked better, but they still weren’t right.  Ever notice how light filters through the top leaves and

lights some leaves lower down in the tree?  We’ll use lighting to create that effect.
29) Before we do, Trim the "background" leaf-layer.
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30) Next, choose Effects: Surface Control: Apply Lighting.  
31) Click on the Load Library button to load the Lighting Library included with the tutorial files and select the

Birch Tutorial icon and click on OK.
32) If everything looks okay, select and Group the three layers on the Floater List palette.
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33) Collapse the Group to one layer by clicking on the Collapse button.
34) To give the collapsed tree floater a modeled look, choose Apply Lighting again.  (Do not Trim the Group

layer).  Select the Tree Highlight setting and click on OK.  If the rounding effect is off center, Undo,
reposition the light and try again.

35) Adjust Color to modify brightness, saturation or hue as needed.  You may want to Sharpen a bit too.
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36) Fill the background with a medium yellow and position the tree layer into the center of the image.  This
will help with mapping later.

37) Finally, choose Drop and Select from the Floater pull down menu and click on the Save Selection button
on the Masks List palette.

38) Save the new file using PICT, TIF or PSD as these formats retain alpha channel masks.  Be sure to check
the Save Alpha checkbox on the Save Image As window.  If you don’t, the alpha channel will be lost.
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A few last things,

Don’t worry if your tree didn’t turn out as well you
would like.  This tutorial is about learning the
process and technique.  Think of it as learning to
ride a bike.  The first time you try, it’s really hard.
Once you get the hang of it, it’s really easy.  Plus,
you never forget how.  The same rules apply here.
You have to repeat the process until it’s as
sufficiently familiar that you can concentrate on the
tree, not on the process.

We encourage you to repeat the tutorial until the
three-layer concept is both clear and easy to
execute.  The technique can be used to create most
any tree, so substitute different tree and branch
nozzles as well as trunk floaters.  Once you’re
comfortable, improvise like crazy because that’s
where the fun is.  

What’s next,

The next in the series of tutorials will demonstrate
how to use the shadow brushes to create shadow
textures for use with Jungle 3D trees.  A third
tutorial will describe the new Bark texture brush
and how to use it to make realistic tree trunks and
limbs.  The last in the series will define techniques
and uses for tiling terrain texture maps of foliage.
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